Snapshot report

Under the Investing for Success Agreement for 2016

Mackenzie State Special School received $46654.00

Our full 2016 agreement can be found at: https://mackenziespecs.eq.edu.au/Supportandresources/Formsanddocuments/Pages/Documents.aspx

Our school initiatives are showing substantial progress toward our targets

After reviewing our 2016 Investing for Success agreement, it is clear that we have made significant progress toward our targeted student outcomes. We will continue to focus on maximizing the benefits of this funding for our students, and adjust our initiatives as needed to ensure every student succeeds.

Initiatives implemented in 2016 include:

- Build further teacher expertise in the use of Augmentative Communication Systems including Proloque2Go.
- Provide access to additional Mini IPads and protective cases to facilitate point in time augmentative communication use.
- Provide focussed and intensive teaching for students in protective behaviours.
- Provide safe access to age appropriate bike riding experiences to engage students in lifelong leisure / healthy living pursuits.
- Build parent engagement, participation and dialogue in determining support and shared strategies for student progress.

Implementation data indicates further work to facilitate student learning in the area of protective behaviours is warranted and will form the basis of further work to ensure student learning in this area is maximised through ongoing actions.